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Compare-Autoinsurance.org Experts Explain Why Drivers Should Avoid Car
Insurance Gaps

Compare-autoinsurance.org (http://compare-autoinsurance.org/) announces a new blog post,
“Do Not Let Your Car Insurance Coverage Lapse”

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) January 03, 2019 -- Compare-autoinsurance.org has released a new blog post that
presents the main reasons why drivers should avoid letting car insurance lapse.

In order to legally drive across the United States, drivers must carry auto insurance. Furthermore, each state has
its own regulations regarding minimum liability coverage and reimbursing accident victims. It is recommended
to continuously keep coverage active.

Failing to do so will have negative consequences, as explained in the blog post. First of all, being caught
driving while uninsured will result in fines. The monetary penalty will vary, ranging from $25 in Tennessee to
$5,000 in Massachusetts. Furthermore, the driver may have his license suspended. License suspension for lack
of insurance varies by state. Car impoundments, coupled with impound fees, is also a possibility.

The penalties do not stop here. Having lapses will also make future premiums more expensive. Persons with
recent coverage lapses are automatically considered high-risk and asked to pay more. Keep in mind that
insurance companies may ask the previous insurer about a former client’s payment history. Furthermore, a
company may decide to drop the client after several missed payments.

For more information, please visit http://compare-autoinsurance.org

Compare-autoinsurance.org is an online provider of life, home, health, and auto insurance quotes. This website
is unique because it does not simply stick to one kind of insurance provider, but brings the clients the best deals
from many different online insurance carriers. In this way, clients have access to offers from multiple carriers
all in one place: this website. On this site, customers have access to quotes for insurance plans from various
agencies, such as local or nationwide agencies, brand names insurance companies, etc.
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Contact Information
Russell Rabichev
http://compare-autoinsurance.org
8183593898

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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